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The Four Sisters Quilt 

 

Safety pins. That’s what started it. The big ones. 

In my travels across Kansas for my work in the early 90’s, I often stopped in 

fabric stores, craft shops or music stores during free time looking for an 

interesting new project. Our mother taught us well the joys of needlework, 

gardening and reading so each of us usually has some kind of project going 

in our spare time. In Great Bend I picked up a pattern packet titled “Flying 

Geese Quilt (A Quilt in a Day Pattern).” I had done some piecing of quilts 

before and a new quilt sounded like a good project. 

During the next month I organized my old fabric remnants and drapery 

samples so that I could try out the new pattern. This gave me great 

satisfaction because I like to find a way to salvage seemingly useless things. 

In that vein, I decided to use an old blanket instead of batting for the 

interlining. It made a nice blanket for my son away at the university. 

Working on this project, many images of growing up in my family circled in 

my mind. Nice, comforting thoughts of projects we did as a family. 

At my niece Deanne’s September wedding, my sisters and I gathered 

around a table to catch up on each other’s lives. Our conversation initially 

centered on how lovely a day it was for this wedding in Iowa, the day’s 

activities and how and when we arrived. Eventually we talked about our 

latest project, mine being the quilt.  

“Do you remember having to make new covers for blankets?” I asked my 

sisters. Oh yes, was the consensus.  
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We grew up in a farm house that had no heat upstairs where everyone slept. 

Although most of us doubled up in beds in our family of seven, it took a lot 

of blankets to keep warm enough to sleep. Every year, some of them started 

to get pretty thin and rather than buy new ones, we made new covers for 

them.  

Mom bought enough yardage at Glynn’s Dry Goods, or she ordered it from 

Sears. A new top and bottom was cut, the old blanket was sandwiched 

between them, and the layers were held together with safety pins! That was 

one of the nice, comforting thoughts that had come to me as I used safety 

pins to hold my quilt together before I rolled it up and tied it. The safety pins 

led me to remember that Dad was a vital part of this process. We lined up on 

a sofa against a blanket roll, one person to run the needle and heavy crochet 

thread through the thickness, and the other two to cut, tie and trim. Some of 

these old blankets were very tough to get a needle through, and we needed 

Dad and his pliers to accomplish our task! 

I shared these thoughts with my sisters and they smiled as they, too, 

remembered. “And remember using safety pins to hold them together?” We 

all chuckled remembering the family ritual. “I think we girls ought to get 

together to make a quilt in a day!” I told my sisters. “We should do it next 

winter, just to practice the old family tradition.” And so we made plans to 

meet on the following St. Patricks Day. That seemed fitting for the Suthers 

from Blaine to assemble and reenact our family tradition. 
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We came to Ellie’s house to begin our work around ten in the morning. 

Although Betty has an insatiable interest in quilts, she was ready to learn 

the assembly line techniques and quick methods that make it possible to 

make a quilt in a day. Vera brought the fabrics to construct the quilt; I 

brought the “Flying Geese” pattern and the experience using the method. 

We had such a good time, visiting while we worked, just the way it had 

been growing up in our family. But it was also different because now we 

were all grown up, with different life experiences. None of us was really 

the little sister or big sister any more. 

There is a sixteen year span in our ages, so in truth, Vera and I probably 

never worked on one of those old blankets together. What she remembers 

of family life is quite different from me because I was the youngest. 

Probably I whined and didn’t work too hard, with so many other hands 

around to do the work. But, I remember getting to undo the safety pins 

and take them out......the big ones, so I was less likely to hurt myself.. The 

thing that did come back to us, though, was how enjoyable it always was 

to work together.  

The bonus was discovering who we are and how we go about our work 

now. Betty, the quilt master, has her eye on the goal. All her effort is aimed 

towards reaching that beautiful quilt she has pictured. She flies through 

assembling colors, deciding the dimensions and shapes of the pieces. 

However, she does not like to undo something already done. Can’t we 

find some way to use it the way it is? Although Betty is a quilt expert, she 

enjoys every other phase of making them except having to do over. 
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I suppose the assembly line construction was most natural to me, having 

made draperies for so long. I learned from many years of experience that I 

will make mistakes, and stitching will have to be undone. Doesn’t matter 

whether it’s a stupid mistake or not; it still has to be done so it doesn’t upset 

me. In fact, sometimes I like the challenge of picking out and untangling 

these messes. So, when something was sewn wrong, I am the one who 

cheerfully takes it apart to sew again.  

Vera likes direction; mostly, I believe, so she can savor the sheer beauty of 

the fabrics and what we create as we go along. She was unsure whether the 

fabrics she brought might relate to each other, but she had chosen each 

because she liked them so much. She reminds me a lot of Mom that way. 

Ellie is concerned when things do not line up the way they should. If the 

flying geese were meant to all fly north, why is this one flying slightly 

northwest? She takes her time, thinking about each step she takes to be 

certain it will be correct. Better safe than sorry. We call her “Quality 

Control”! She doesn’t like to take things apart either. It’s a good thing I am 

there. 

We spent the day sewing, chatting and entertaining onlookers. “What shall 

we do with the quilt” was a major topic of our conversation. “Let’s have a 

party and give it away!” was Betty’s idea and the rest of us really liked it. 

We decided to invite our families and our brothers’ families to our party. 

We would call it “The Four Sister’s Party” and settled on Labor Day week 

end. The quilt would be won by a drawing from all the names of people 

attending our party.  
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By evening the quilt top was assembled and we gathered around the quilt 

backing to embroider our names in the four corners. Since Betty is so 

speedy, she embroidered “Four Sisters Quilt #1”, the name of the quilt and 

the date at the top. The next morning we safety pinned the layers together 

and tied it with yarn. I sewed the binding and by 10:00 the quilt was 

finished. We had made a quilt in a day! 

Our party was a major success, just as our Four Sisters Quilt day had been. 

The following year we met at Betty’s to construct the second quilt. Once 

you do something twice, it starts to become a tradition. We have kept the 

tradition for eight years, each year rotating to another sister’s house. We 

take delight in hosting the quilt day, in choosing the fabrics and design, 

and especially knowing we will get to spend a day each year soaking up 

our sisters. The children and adults who have won a Four Sisters Quilt 

treasure their prize, and those who haven’t won always hope to be luckier 

next year. 

Safety pins. The big ones. Who would have thought these little things 

could have caused four sisters to be bound together in such a special way. 

 

Mary Carolyn (Suther) Gerstner 

January 2000 
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Chronology of Quilts: 

 

1. March 17-18, 1992. Location: Atchison. Mary chose the pattern: “Flying 

Geese."  Vera brought the fabric. Winner: Jack Jeter. 

2. March 29-30, 1993. Location: Concordia. Betty chose the pattern we named 

"Shadow Box." Winner: Chad Roecker. 

3. March, 1994. Met in Atchison. Ellie chose the pattern we named "Trip 

Around the World." Winner: Amanda Sandman. 

4. April 20, 1995. Location: Concordia. Mary chose the pattern we named 

"Cedar Hill." Winner: Colter Suther. 

5. April 1996. Location: Wamego. Vera chose the pattern we named 

"Harmony." Winner: Jeanne Roecker. 

6. April 1997. Location: Topeka. Betty chose the pattern we named "Apple 

Bars." Winner: Scott Benfer. 

7.  May 21-22, 1998. Location: Atchison. Ellie chose the pattern we named 

"Lakeside Garden Patch." Winner: Paul Suther. 

8. March 11-13, 1999. Location: Topeka. Mary chose the pattern we named "O 

Kansas." Winner: Jake Moore. The party was in Panora, Iowa this year and 

we celebrated Jerry and Dee’s 40th anniversary in conjunction with it. 

9. May, 2000. Location: Wamego at Vera’s who also chose the pattern we 

named “Wind Shadows.” Winner:  Jerry Suther (our brother who was the 

first brother to win!) (Mary’s wrote “The Four Sisters’ Quilt” for the 

Archdiocese of Kansas City, KS publication in commemoration of the 

millennium). 
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10. March 29-31, 2001. Location: Concordia. Betty was hostess and also chose the 

pattern we named “Bunny Hop.” We made the newspaper! Winner: Joe 

Suther.  

11. April 14-16, 2002. Location: Atchison (Sugar Lake). Hostess: Eleanor who 

also chose the pattern we named “Kalaidescope.”  Winner: Grace Suther. 

12. March 30-31, 2003. Met in Topeka. Mary chose the pattern we named 

“Americana”, a stack and whack quilt with Jenea Chartier as teacher.  Party 

was early this year in Williamsburg on July 5, 2003.because of a conflict in 

Wamego for Labor day. Winner: Robert Suther. 

13. April 2004. Location: Wamego. Vera was hostess and chose the pattern we 

named “Snowball” Winner: Rick Suther. 

14. March 10-12, 2005. Location: Manna House, Concordia. Hostess: Betty who 

chose the pattern we named “Prairie Queen.” Winner: Elaine Chartier. 

15. April 6-8, 2006. Location: Atchison. Hostess: Eleanor who chose the pattern 

we named “Starry Night.” Winner: Ralph Suther. 

16. April 12-14, 2007. Location: Topeka. Hostess: Mary who chose the pattern 

we named “Chickadee Chalet .” Winner: Jeanette Suther. 

17. April, 2008. Location: Wamego. Hostess: Vera who chose the pattern we 

named “Hugs and Kisses.” Winner: Diana Strunk. 

18. March, 2009. Location: Concordia. Hostess: Betty who chose the pattern we 

named “Ties of Love.” Winner: Greg Strunk. 

19. April, 2010. Location: Atchison. Hostess: Eleanor who chose the pattern we 

named “Winging It.” Winner: Gavin Strunk. 

20. March 13-15 2011. Location: Topeka. Hostess: Mary who chose the pattern 

we named “Sunny Side Up.” Winner: Alexis Roecker.  
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#1 Flying Geese 

1992 
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Winner: Jack Jeter 
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#2 Shadow Box 

1993 
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Winner: Chad Roecker 
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#3 Around the World 

1994 
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Winner: Amanda Sandman 
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#4 Cedar Hill 

1995 
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Winner: Colter Suther 
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#5 Harmony 

1996 
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Winner: Jeanne Roecker 
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#6 Apple Bars 

1997 
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Winner: Scott Benfer 
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#7 Lakeside Garden Patch 

1998 
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Winner: Paul Suther 
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#8 O’ Kansas 

1999 
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Winner: Jake Moore 
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#9 Wind Shadows 

2000 
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Winner: Jerry Suther 
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#10 Bunny Hop 

2001 
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Winner: Joe Suther 
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Dateline: Tuesday, April 3, 2001 

Concordia Blade Empire  

People  

Reliving Memories 

Sisters reminisce at annual quilting party 

Making a quilt in a day sounds like a difficult mission but when the four 

Suther sisters get together, it is a memorable and enjoyable event. 

In fact, it’s an event that has been taking place for the past ten years each 

spring in one Kansas town or another. This year, the conference room at 

Manna House in Concordia was the setting last weekend for the bustle of 

activity. 

Sister Betty Suther, Manna House resident, Mary Gerstner of Topeka, 

Vera Strunk of Wamego and Sister Eleanor Suther, Benedictine sister of 

Atchison, daughters of the late Fred and Freda Suther, have been 

gathering at one of their homes each spring for a decade to design, piece, 

stitch and tie a quilt, a task which they accomplish in approximately 24 

hours. 

On Labor Day weekend, one lucky member of the Suther family will 

receive the quilt in a drawing at the Four Sisters Party and reunion, 

usually held in Wamego, because of its central location to family 

members. 

Inspiration for the annual activity stems in part from the sisters’ memories 

of their growing up years in a farm house in rural Blaine in Pottawatomie 

County. They and their three brothers all slept in an unheated upstairs 

and it took a lot of blankets to keep everyone warm. 
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As the blankets wore thin, rather than buy new ones, their mother 

would make covers for them with yardage from the dry goods store. 

After the blanket was sandwiched between the top and bottom layers of 

material and safety pinned together, tying it was a family project which 

included their father. Sometimes it took his pliers to get a needle and 

the heavy crochet thread through the tough old blankets. One person 

ran the needle while the others cut, tied and trimmed 

At a niece’s wedding in 1991, the Suther sisters talked about those 

memories. Mary, who had recently completed a “Flying Geese Quilt (A 

Quilt in a Day Pattern)” for her son, was the first to suggest that they 

get together to renew the old family tradition. The following St. 

Patrick’s Day, they met at Eleanor’s home and through an assembly line 

construction combined their talents to meet their goal. 

At the same time, the energetic quartet made the decision to give the 

quilt away at a family party on Labor Day, which they christened the 

Four Sisters Party. This gathering, which includes their families and 

their brothers’ families usually has from 75 to 100 people attending. 

Once they realized it could be done, a quilt a year seemed like a good 

plan for the Suther sisters. They made their first quilt using the Flying 

Geese pattern, the next year it was Around the World and third year, 

Shadow Box. 

After this, they became more creative and made up their own patterns. 

A quilt with a green cedar tree pattern was Cedar Hill, named after the 

county cemetery that was near their home. The Lakeside Garden Patch 
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Quilt was named after the lakeside home near Atchison where it was 

made. 

O’ Kansas! With a sunflower design was done the year the Four Sisters 

party was in Des Moines. Since they were leaving Kansas, they wanted 

to take a reminder of Kansas with them. That year, it was won, not by a 

relative in Iowa, but a fellow Kansan. 

Because of the bunny design material, the four sisters called this year’s 

quilt, Bunny Hop. Other patterns include Harmony, Wind Shadows and 

Apple Bars. 

Unlike the quilts of their early day memories, cotton batting is used for 

the filler, rather than a worn blanket. The time the women gather to 

make the quilt varies from year to year, but it is always sometimes in 

the spring. 

They have also given themselves a little more time than 24 hours. “We 

used to think it had to be finished in that certain length of time,” said 

Betty. “But we have become more relaxed about it and sometimes don’t 

complete it until noon Saturday after working all day Friday. 

Each sister brings her own sewing machine and they are often all 

running at the same time. The sister who is host for the event provides 

the material. For Betty, who conducts several quilting workshops a year 

and makes four or five big quilts a year for hospital auxiliary fund 

raisers, this is no problem. I have tons of scraps,” she said. 

For a final touch the women embroider their names, one in each corner 

of the quilt plus the number of the quilt made. 
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In addition to memories of their mother’s quilting efforts, the Suther 

sisters also use their quilting weekends to bring back memories of 

their mother’s cooking by preparing some of the favorite dishes that 

were mainstays in their household. 

These include their mother’s favorite, coconut cream pie, gamois 

(soup made of green beans, potatoes, ham and onions, always served 

on wash day) and the Friday night special, scrambled eggs and 

potatoes. 

Each sister has her own special reason for enjoying the annual quilt 

making tradition. 

For Betty, “it’s the fact that we can all think of something creative to 

do as sisters.” Mary said working together is always fun. “We don’t 

remember that until we come back and do something like this,” she 

said. 

Eleanor likes sharing stories from long ago and catching up on what’s 

going on in everybody’s life. 

Vera likes the togetherness their work session produces. “Being 

together, reminiscing and feeling the love of my sisters,” are her 

reasons for looking forward to the happy tradition. 

Come Labor Day, 2001, another Suther family member will have a 

reason for appreciating the four sisters’ quilting weekend when he or 

she becomes the lucky winner of quilt number 10 at the annual Four 

Sisters Party. 
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#11 Kaleidescope 

2002 
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Winner: Grace Suther 
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#12 Americana 

2003 
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Winner: Robert Suther 
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#13 Snowball 

2004 
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Winner: Rick Suther 
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#14 Prairie Queen 

2005 
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Winner: Elaine Chartier 
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#15 Starry Night  

2006 
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Winner: Ralph Suther 
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#16 Chickadee Chalet

2007 
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Winner: Jeanette Suther 
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#17 Hugs and Kisses

2008 
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Winner: Dianne Strunk 
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#18 Ties of Love   

2009 
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Winner: Greg Strunk 
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#19 Winging It   

2010 
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Winner: Gavin Strunk 
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2011 

#20 Sunny Side Up 
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Winner: Alexis Roecker 


